Sponsorship Guidelines

In order to cover the operating costs of "Youkoso Fes", we are seeking individuals and
companies that agree with the purpose of the event and would like to sponsor the event.

1：Event Summary

【Event】The 3rd YOUKOSO Festival
【Date】December 11, 2021 (SAT)
【Venue】Uji City Cultural Center, Main Hall
【Details】(1) DOUJINSHI (2) Ensemble concert (3) Wrapping car exhibition (4) Cosplay An
event held by Kyoani's fans.Modeled after comic markets. It is non-profit and
creates a connection between fans and Kyoto every year.

♫ To see past events, please follow Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, etc. from the official website.
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2：Sponsor Benefits

Individuals, companies, and organizations that apply for sponsorship will be offered
special benefits.

▶5000JPY
【benefit:1】Sponsor's name will be listed in the catalog.
Normal text size notation

※Example: List of sponsors : Welcome Festival Co.

【benefit:2】Sponsor Thank you card image will be sent to you.
We will send an illustration card of the sponsor to your email address. Feel free to use it for
non-business purposes.

▶10000JPY
【benefit:3】You can place an ad in our catalog.
You can place an ad in a horizontal size of 1/3 of A4 size. We will send you a template, so
please draw and send it back to us. Adult/offensive material is not allowed.
If you are not a creator, company, or organization, we will be happy to draw up a promotion
for your social networking account or web page.

【benefit:4】Electronic catalogs will be sent via email.
For sponsors residing outside of Japan, we will issue and send a dedicated electronic
catalog. E-catalogs are not distributed in Japan. It contains many illustrations and
introductions to events.

▶30000JPY
【benefit:5】The event management cares about you even more.
We will properly introduce you as a sponsor on social networking sites.
【benefit:6】All event illustration goods will be delivered to the sponsor.
Event goods will be sent to you by EMS. Catalogs, illustrations, T-shirts, etc.
※ Please allow us to be in a country where EMS (International Mail Service) is
available.Shipping costs are included in the sponsorship fee.

▶amazon
You can receive sponsorship benefits for the same amount in equipment donations.
Supplies for use at the event; we have an Amazon wish list. You can also sponsor products
from here. You will get the same sponsorship benefits as the amount.
URL : https://www.amazon.jp/hz/wishlist/ls/F5I8QHAZ3E3Z?ref_=wl_share
※ In order to send supplies to our management in Japan, you need to create a temporary
Amazon account in Japan. Please spare us the trouble.
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3：How to Apply for Sponsorship / Payment method
info@youkosofes.com
Please write "YOUKOSO .fes Sponsorship" in the email.
Name or company name
Please write a brief description of your sponsorship and we will reply to you.

We would like to continue to make this event more exciting.We are looking for sponsors.
Means of payment for sponsorship.
If you are overseas
♫ PayPal (we will send you the payment link to your email address)
♫ Amazon to sponsor equipment
If you are located in Japan.
♫ Bank transfer to the bank account of the managing organization (Mizuho Bank)

4：after checking
When you (the sponsor) contact me, I will ask for the payment address (PayPal, URL) where
to send the supplies, and the name of the sponsor notation.
You are not a business partner, but a fellow participant in our events.
So please feel free to contact us ♪
And when COVID-19 is settled, please come to Japan, to Kyoto. We would love to
welcome you and share the fun of anime and fan activities with you.
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5：Precautions for application
① In the event of unforeseen circumstances such as stormy weather, earthquakes,
windstorms, floods, incidents or accidents, the Event may be unavoidably cancelled. Even in
such cases, the sponsorship fee received will not be refunded. In addition, no compensation
will be made for any damage to the purchase price, loss of business opportunities, or any
other losses by any other name.This is a rare case.

② The organizer reserves the right to refuse any sponsorship that falls under any of the
following categories or any sponsorship that the organizer deems inappropriate for the
purpose of this event.
(1) Those of a political or religious nature
(2) Adult contents
(3) Violent content
(4) Any material that has a close relationship with organized crime groups or anti-social
organizations.
③ COVID-19, we plan to postpone the event if the use of the facility is suspended by
administrative order. In such cases, we will contact you separately.This is a rare case.

August 2, 2021
『TODOKE!』executive committee（YOUKOSO.fes）
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